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Abstract—We identified a novel human-specific family of transposable elements that consists of fused copies of the CpGisland containing the first exon of gene MAST2 and retrotransposon SVA. We propose a mechanism for the formation of this
family termed CpG-SVA, comprising 5′-transduction by an SVA insert. After the divergence of human and chimpanzee
ancestor lineages, retrotransposon SVA has inserted into the first intron of gene MAST2 in the sense orientation. Due to
splicing of an aberrant RNA driven by MAST2 promoter, but terminally processed using SVA polyadenylation signal, the first
exon of MAST2 has fused to a spliced 3′-terminal fragment of SVA retrotransposon. The above ancestor CpG-SVA element
due to retrotranspositions of its own copies has formed a novel family represented in the human genome by 76 members.
Recruitment of a MAST2 CpG island was most likely beneficial to the hybrid retrotransposons because it could significantly increase retrotransposition frequency. Also, we show that human L1 reverse transcriptase adds an extra cytosine residue
to the 3′ terminus of the nascent first strand of cDNA.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297909120153
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Retroelements (REs) are genomic transposable elements that proliferate in the host DNA by using reverse
transcription. This enzymatic activity that results in synthesis of a cDNA copy on a RE RNA template is a property of reverse transcriptase protein [1, 2]. Reverse transcriptases from different organisms share significant
sequence identity and are homologous to the catalytic
subunit of telomerase [3]. REs that utilize reverse transcriptase encoded in their own “genome” are termed
“autonomous”, whereas those that lack a reverse transcriptase gene are called “non-autonomous”. Nonautonomous REs are “parasitizing” on autonomous ones
by recruiting their reverse transcriptase. REs occupy more
than 40% of the human genome and are represented by
several millions of copies [4]. However, among dozens of
human RE families, members of only four of them were
still retrotranspositionally active until evolutionarily
recent times [5]. For example, only two groups of
autonomous REs preserved their activities after diverAbbreviations: REs, retroelements.
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

gence of human and chimpanzee ancestors: endogenous
retroviruses HERV-K (HML-2) and L1 retrotransposons, and two groups of non-autonomous REs – Alu
and SVA retrotransposons. Members of all these families
had very different dynamics of retrotransposition, so they
are represented now in the genome by very diverse numbers of human-specific (hs) representatives. There are
approximately 150 hs copies of HERV-K (HML-2)
endogenous retroviruses [6], 1200 hs copies of L1 retrotransposons, and 5500 and 860 hs copies of Alu and SVA
elements, respectively [5].
For retrotransposition Alu and SVA elements utilize
L1-encoded reverse transcriptase [7]. Full-size L1 retrotransposon is about 6 kb long and encodes two open reading frames: reverse transcriptase/integrase and RNA
binding protein [8]. The characteristic feature of L1
retroposition is generating of 10-18-bp-long direct
repeats flanking the site of insertion [7]. The majority of
L1 insertions have 5′-truncated termini as a result of
abortive reverse transcription [9]. The non-autonomous
family Alu appeared in the genome due to dimerization of
an ancestral element derived from cellular 7SL RNA [10].
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Alu elements (typically about 300-bp-long) are transcribed by RNA polymerase III [11]. In contrast to Alu,
SVA retrotransposons are likely transcribed by RNA
polymerase II, and their length is usually over 1500 bp.
SVA retrotransposons were formed less than 25 million years ago and are thought to be the youngest family
among the primate REs. SVA are the complex REs
formed by the fusion of so-called SINE-R sequence,
variable number tandem repeat sequence (VNTR), and
Alu [12]. The SVA family is still active as at least five cases
of human inheritable diseases cased by de novo SVA insertion have been documented so far. Many SVA inserts are
polymorphic in the human population [13].
Among the active human REs, SVA elements are
probably the most poorly studied family. Evolution of this
complex group is still going on, especially via quantitative
and qualitative changes in tandem repeats, oligomerization, and acquisition of new sequences. This acquisition
of genomic sequences by SVA elements can occur in the
middle part of an SVA (e.g. due to pseudogene insertion
into an SVA element), or on SVA termini. In the latter
case new sequences can appear either on the 5′- or on the
3′-terminus of an SVA (so-called 5′ and 3′ SVA transduction). The 3′-transduction mechanism is based on slippage of an SVA polyadenylation signal by the transcriptional complex. In this case, transcriptional termination
and RNA processing occur on any downstream
polyadenylation signal, which results in forming of
mature transcripts longer than the initial copy of an SVA.
Like a normal SVA copy, it attaches to reverse transcriptase complex and serves as the template for the synthesis
of cDNA, which in turn inserts into the genome. The size
of a genomic sequence transferred in such a way can differ from several base pairs to more than 1500 bp. Probably
the most striking example of this phenomenon is the
transduction of the whole gene AMAC in the great ape
genomes [14]. Due to SVA 3′-transduction, the human
genome has three functional 1.2 kb-long copies of the
AMAC gene. This type of transduction is also typical for
L1 retrotransposons [15].
Another kind of transduction results in attaching of
new sequences to the 5′ end of an SVA. There are two
major mechanisms of this 5′-transduction. First, during
the reverse transcription a template switching can occur
that will result in fusion of different cellular RNA copies
within one RE insert [16, 17]. Second, RE transcription
initiation can proceed from any promoter located
upstream in the genomic sequence. In this case termination of transcription and RNA processing usually occur
using a normal polyadenylation signal of a RE. This
results in a mature RNA having on its 5′ end an additional copy of a flanking genomic sequence and a copy of the
RE at its 3′ end. Subsequent reverse transcription and
integration into the genome of a nascent cDNA results in
a new RE genomic insert carrying a 5′ transduced part
[18].

METHODS
DNA sequence analysis. Chimeric retrotransposons
CpG-SVA were identified using consensus sequence of an
SVA retrotransposon taken from the RepBase Update
database (http://www.girinst.org/server/RepBase/) [19]
and mRNA sequence of gene MAST2 (GeneBank accession number AB047005). For the mapping of chimeric elements, we used the BLAT program (http://genome.ucsc.
edu/cgi-bin/hgBLAT) and UCSC Genome Browser. The
February 2009 human genome assembly was used for in silico DNA analysis. Pseudogene flanking regions were investigated using the RepeatMasker program (http://
ftp.genome.washington.edu/cgi-bin/RepeatMasker). Direct
repeats were identified by visual inspection of sequences
flanking retrotransposon inserts. Homology searches
against non-mammalian organisms were done using the
BLAST server at NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
BLAST) [20]. Transposable elements located close to
CpG-SVA inserts were classified according to the
RepBase Update database nomenclature (http://
www.girinst.org/server/RepBase/). The data on MAST2
expression in human tissues was taken from the UCSC
Genome Browser. The ClustalW program was used for
multiple sequence alignment [21], and the PHYLIP software was utilized for phylogenetic tree construction [22].
Complete datasets including detailed information on
CpG-SVA mapping, flanking direct repeats, and structural alignment are available upon request to the corresponding author’s E-mail: bu3din@mail.ru.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Identification of a novel chimeric family of retrotransposons. Detailed structural analysis of the human-specific SVA retrotransposons revealed 76 elements of an
unusual structure. At the 5′ termini these elements carried
copies of the first exon of the MAST2 gene, whereas at the
3′ end – SVA retrotransposon sequences. The border
between exonic and SVA parts was located exactly
between canonical acceptor splice site AG from the exonic part and a non-canonical donor splice-site CC from
the SVA part (396 position in the SVA consensus
sequence). Lengths of both parts of the chimeric elements
significantly varied: from 35 to 383 bp for the 5′-terminal
part and from 662 to 4255 bp for the 3′ terminal part. The
border between the two parts was constant in all the
chimeras (Fig. 1). On the 3′ terminus, the chimeras harbored a poly(A) sequence of variable length. These bipartite elements were flanked by 12-18 bp long direct repeats.
The presence of the direct repeats surrounding chimeric
inserts suggests implication of L1 retrotranspositional
machinery in their formation, whereas the poly(A)
sequence indicates that retrotransposed RNA was transcribed by RNA polymerase II. The identified family of
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chimeric REs was called “CpG-SVA” because its 5′ terminal part complementary to the first exon of the MAST2
gene included a CpG island sequence. CpG-SVA elements were found only in human genomic DNA, whereas separately both SVA retrotransposons and MAST2 exon
sequence exist in the genomes of all great apes. Therefore,
CpG-SVA can be regarded as a new human-specific family of retrotransposons.
While the present manuscript was under review, two
other papers describing the same family of hybrid retrotransposons (CpG-SVA) were simultaneously published,
where this family was termed either “MAST2-SVA” [23]
or “SVA-F1” [24].
Mechanism of CpG-SVA family formation. Based on
the structural features of the identified CpG-SVA family
members, we purposed a mechanism for their formation
(Fig. 2). At the first stage, the SVA retrotransposon most
probably has inserted into the first intron of the MSAT2
gene in the sense orientation. After that there was formed
an aberrant RNA driven by the MAST2 promoter and terminally processed using the SVA polyadenylation signal.
This RNA was further spliced, which resulted in a fusion
of the first exon of MAST2 with a 3′-terminal fragment of
an SVA (starting from 393 nucleotide of the SVA consensus sequence). This spliced chimeric RNA was then
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reverse transcribed by the L1 retrotranspositional
machinery followed by integration of a nascent cDNA
into the genome. This resulted in emerging of the master
copy of CpG-SVA inserted into human DNA and flanked
by direct repeats. The newly inserted CpG-SVA element
appeared to be transcriptionally active, possible due to the
enclosed CpG-islet, and gave rise to a new family of REs.
This hypothesis is supported by the observation that
there is the canonical MAST2 gene acceptor splice site
AG of on the border between the MAST2- and SVAderived fragments. The putative donor splice site CC
within an SVA is not canonical, which might be explained
by the peculiarities of MAST2 exon–intronic structure
where non-canonical splice sites form the majority (Fig.
2a).
Interestingly, at present there is no fixed SVA insert
into the MAST2 gene intron in the human genome.
Apparently, an ancestral allele containing the above SVA
element in a gene intron was eliminated by negative selection as it could not provide functional MAST2 mRNA
formation because of the aberrant splicing of transcripts
and/or preliminary polyadenylation on the SVA
sequence.
Further evolution of the CpG-SVA family. We have
found among the CpG-SVA elements several cases of 5′

Fig. 1. Structure of chimeric CpG-SVA retrotransposons. CpG-SVA inserts are flanked by direct repeats. Lengths of 5′ terminal (exonic) part
vary from 35 to 383 bp, lengths of 3′ (SVA-derived) part vary from 662 to 4255 bp. The 5′-terminal parts are homologous to the first exon of
the MAST2 gene, 3′-terminal parts – to SVA retrotransposon. The junction point between the two parts is identical in all CpG-SVA elements
(canonical splice acceptor site AG from the side of the exonic part and non-canonical splice donor site CC from the side of SVA). All SVA
fragments start from position 396 of the SVA consensus sequence.
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a
exon 1

b
exon 1

Fig. 2. Proposed mechanism of CpG-SVA family formation. a) Schematic representation of genomic locus comprising human gene MAST2.
Dotted arrow designates transcriptional direction, exons and splice sites are shown. b) Insert of an SVA retrotransposon in the sense orientation has changed gene exon–intronic structure and gave rise to aberrantly spliced mRNA polyadenylated at the SVA sequence. A copy of this
mRNA has inserted into a new locus of the human genome and gave rise to the CpG-SVA family that continued proliferation in human DNA.
However, the ancestral allele of the MAST2 gene comprising the SVA insert was lost due to the negative selection.

and 3′ transduction of unrelated genomic DNA, proven
by the mapping of the enclosing direct repeats. As in the
classical 3′ transduction mechanism, it is likely that the
downstream genomic fragments were captured due to
“getting through” of SVA polyadenylation signals by the
RNA polymerase II complex with the subsequent termination on any downstream sequence. In case of 5′ CpGSVA transduction, there was apparently transcription of
CpG-SVA elements initiated from upstream genomic
promoters. Overall, we identified 18 and 11 cases of the 5′
and 3′ CpG-SVA transductions, respectively. In reality
there may be some additional cases of CpG-SVA transductions not identified in this study because we have not
been able to identify flanking direct repeats for five CpGSVA elements. The size of the transferred genomic
sequence differed from 8 to 854 bp for 5′- and from 141 to
734 bp for 3′-transduction events. Remarkably, four
CpG-SVA elements contained both 5′ and 3′ transduced
sequences (table, elements No. 4, 6, 7, 8). These four elements were highly similar and consisted of 364 bp long
MAST2 exon and 2143-3361 bp long SVA sequences. SVA
length variations were caused by the instability its internal
satellite repeat modules. The double transducer CpGSVAs were flanked by Alu sequence (member of evolutionally ancient AluSc family) at the 5′-termini and by the

400-bp-long sequence including evolutionarily ancient
AluSp element at the 3′ ends. These structure similarities
suggest common ancestry of these four elements from a
single progenitor CpG-SVA element.
Evolutionary dynamics of the CpG-SVA family. Once
the exonic parts of the chimeras varied in length, but not in
their primary structure, the SVA-derived parts had very
different lengths and primary structure. In the SVA parts
there were different genetic changes like insertions, deletions, duplications, quantitative changes in tandem repeat
composition, and even insertions of retrotransposons.
Together with the presence of transduced genomic
sequences, this enabled us to construct a phylogenetic tree
for the members of the CpG-SVA family to trace their
reciprocal neighborhood. According to the primary structure similarity, CpG-SVA elements were grouped into
three major branches (Fig. 3). Interestingly, although there
was a kind of correlation between the size of the “exonic”
part and sequence localization on the tree, all three above
branches contained elements having exonic parts of very
different lengths. There was also no connection between
the position on a tree and lengths of the SVA parts. In several cases different tree branches included elements with
exactly the same lengths of exonic part. For example,
branch 2 contained one CpG-SVA element with 364 bp
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 74 No. 12 2009
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Genomic coordinates of identified CpG-SVA elements
No.

СрG1

SVA2

Coordinates3

Length4, bp

1

2

3

4

5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

383
364
364
364
364
324
364
364
363
362
361
361
362
362
352
335
335
307
300
298
295
286
286
235
264
180
158
153
148
148
148
148
148
147
148
148
148
145
148
146
128
125
122
89
92
89
91
89

1448
1775
1925
2143
1870
2205
2652
3361
1528
2231
1643
1469
2018
2047
2344
1970
2192
2156
1929
2447
2064
3059
1977
1875
1834
949
2233
2011
1642
2131
2173
2105
2119
1136
2056
2108
1685
1762
4255
2116
1757
2227
2386
1819
2746
2245
2100
1652

15/73559849-73562204
19/13674124-13676395
14/104647826-104650631
1/33185527-33188426
6/134026662-134029037
3/48226882-48230038
10/101586885-101590561
19/35080630-35084955
17/39612580-39614470
12/40906894-40909515
6/43655602-43657642
3/11503283-11505162
9/38231223-38233622
19/20376996-20379862
9/120336581-120339296
5/75502353-75504674
5/167218110-167220665
9/112355286-112357748
4/158914562-158916811
1/46417902-46420659
X/71683453-71685840
19/22899898-22903264
8/128397069-128399331
1/26827864-26829996
1/211430315-211432415
14/49609870-49611424
7/24830687-24833110
17/55982859-55985044
X/100032702-100034660
X/62190984-62193262
17/20827790-20830136
3/107311543-107314323
6/34472634-34474900
12/3074262-3075599
12/47011734-47014662
8/95671505-95673783
8/9551516-9553370
8/88807-90848
9/134009072-134013871
22/39256531-39259105
1/39256531-39259105
3/67576386-67579502
22/39220810-39223349
12/112772310-112774247
20/32279590-32282896
1/24064489-24066855
6/15296368-15298810
11/45715624-45717399

2356
2272
2806
2900
2900
3157
3677
4326
1891
2622
2041
1880
2400
2867
2716
2322
2556
2463
2250
2758
2388
3367
2263
2133
2101
1555
2424
2186
1959
2279
2347
2781
2267
1338
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2279
1855
2042
4800
2575
1908
3117
2540
1938
3307
2367
2443
1776
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Table (Contd.)
1

2

3

4

5

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

88
88
89
88
89
84
89
87
82
76
76
76
76
76
78
74
68
54
68
64
64
64
55
49
49
47
36
54

1916
1692
2146
1729
1937
1825
1975
1580
2093
1812
1604
1934
2336
1655
2180
1747
2583
1429
1868
2474
1720
1711
1727
2009
2491
2250
1642
662

8/65760244-65762269
3/102640328-102642142
8/129906382-129908969
7/10277540-10279390
13/73046336-73048391
3/57707659-57709587
1/54738766-54740851
9/36604406-36606104
15/39461359-39463560
X/114404045-114405955
2/127592678-127594386
19/20120146-20122599
1/113323365-113325835
X/24486146-24487906
2/113867556-113869857
6/87775471-87777327
3/180319931-180322610
3/17720382-17722747
20/16155159-16157125
21/18012804-18015372
10/76762223-76764027
2/43435618-43437419
14/34577452-34579273
15/33735022-33737114
10/24984454-24987029
10/94423427-94425776
3/38097285-38098992
6/112936148-112936960

2026
1815
2588
1851
2056
1929
2086
1699
2202
1911
1709
2454
2471
1761
2302
1857
2680
2366
1967
2569
1805
1802
1822
2093
2576
2350
1708
813

1

Length of exonic part.
Length of SVA part.
3
Genomic coordinates (chromosome number/coordinates in chromosome); genome assembly from February 2009.
4
Overall length of CpG-SVA element, including direct repeats and transduced sequences.
2

long exonic part, whereas branch 1 had five such elements.
Exonic parts of seven elements from branch 2 and of one
element from branch 3 were 148-bp-long. There were also
similar coincidences for the lengths 64, 76, 88, and 361 bp.
These coincidences of exonic part sizes suggest that there
were multiple independent events when CpG-SVA elements with identical exonic parts were formed.
The observed peculiarities of distribution of lengths
of CpG-SVA exonic parts can be explained by the following factors: (i) there could be multiple functional transcription start sites within CpG-SVA, or (ii) in some cases
reverse transcription of the CpG-SVA RNA could terminate before the complete copying of the template has finished. The resulting shortened CpG-SVA inserts could, in
turn, generate new elements having even shorter exonic
parts, etc.
What are the functions of the exonic part of CpGSVA? Considering that (i) the first exon of the MAST2
gene includes a CpG island, (ii) CpG islands usually play

major roles in gene transcriptional regulation, and (iii)
MAST2 is strongly upregulated in testis, it can be hypothesized that the exonic part provides increased transcription of CpG-SVA family members in testis. This may be
beneficial for the CpG-SVA family as it facilitates fixation
of new inserts in the genome. To be fixed, an RE insertion
must occur into germ line cells, e.g. those localized in
testis. Indeed, in terms of proliferation in the genome, the
evolutionarily young family CpG-SVA should be considered as a very successful one: offspring of only one among
more than 1000 SVA copies that resided in human DNA
at that time (i.e. <0.1%) have generated 76 new fixed
inserts (~9% of all 860 human-specific SVA elements)
[5]. Experimental investigation of this hypothesis will be a
matter of our further studies.
L1 reverse transcriptase adds an extra cytosine
residue. In 58 of 73 CpG-SVA elements (~80%), the element insert started with the guanine residue that was
absent either in genomic pre-integration site or in the
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 74 No. 12 2009
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